Dear Ron,

When President Kennedy was killed there were a series of White House arranged press conferences to release information. If not others this did include the doctors at Parkland Hospital, Dallas. There are transcripts. One of which I know is No. 1327-C.

I am writing to ask for copies of these transcripts.

My request is limited to those relating to the reported fact of the assassination. I do not ask for copies of those dealing with funeral arrangements or matters of that nature unless they also include information about the assassination.

I believe the first of this series was Malcolm Kilduff's. Thereafter there were some beginning that day with the doctors and continuing after that day. I do intend to include all those of, with or involving the statements of the doctors.

While I presume there is no problem with this, if there is I would appreciate your forwarding this to whatever person is designated White House Freedom of Information officer and for the request to be made under that Act.

Hope you are enjoying the blood and sweat without tears.

Best regards,

Harold Weisberg